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Abstract-This paper presents the application of a displacement function method to certain problems of 
second-order incompressible elastic torsion associated with a spherical annular region. Owing to the particu- 
lar torsional symmetry of the problems considered, the second-order contribution is equivalent to a state of 
stress which is symmetric about the axis of torsion, the solution of which is facilitated by the use of a 
displacement function technique. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

THE THEORY of successive approximations has been widely applied, to obtain approxi- 
mate solutions to problems in finite elasticity. Comprehensive accounts of the method 
are given by Truesdell and No11 [ 11, Green and Adkins [2] and Spencer [31. The theory of 
second-order elasticity, which is obtained by terminating the successive approximation 

procedure after the second approximation, adequately describes the mechanical be- 
haviour of rubber-like materials at moderately large strains. In the theory of successive 
approximations the classical elasticity solution is usually regarded as the first approxi- 

mation. 
The present paper is concerned with some problems of second-order incompressible 

elastic torsion of a spherical annular region, in which the deformations are independent 
of the longitude (cp). Owing to the particular torsional symmetry of these problems, the 
second-order contribution constitutes a states of stress which is symmetric about the 
axis of torsion. In a recent paper Selvadurai and Spencer [4] have proposed a method of 
analysis of purely axially symmetric problems in incompressible second-order elasticity 
which is based on the use of a ‘displacement function’. The close formal resemblance 
between the ‘displacement function’ method for incompressible isotropic elastic mater- 
ials and the formulation of slow flows of a Newtonian fluid in terms of Stokes’ ‘stream 

function’ is fully discussed in [4]. It is shown that the same technique can be effectively 
employed to analyse the second-order contribution to this special class of rotationally 
symmetric torsion problems. 

Other noteworthy methods of analysis of torsion problems in second-order elastic- 
ity have been proposed by Green and Spratt [5] and Chan and Carlson[6] (see 
also [l-3]). The displacement function technique however, has a particular appeal to 
problems where displacement boundary conditions are prescribed but it can also be 
readily applied to traction boundary value problems. 

A summary of the general theory of incompressible finite elasticity expressed in 
spherical polar coordinates is given in section 2 and the second-order theory for the 
special class of rotationally symmetric problems is developed in section 3. The formula- 
tion of the second-order problem in terms of the displacement function is given in 
section 4. In section 5 we consider the torsional shear of a bonded spherical annulus. In 
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this problem an incompressible elastic region is in welded contact between two spheri- 
cal rigid concentric boundaries. The outer sphere is held stationary and the inner sphere 
is subjected to a pure rotation. Formal solutions to torsion problems associated with a 
spherical composite and a thick spherical shell are presented in section 6. 

The torsion problems thus described are relevant to the study of stress concentra- 
tions which occur in bonded rubber mountings and in rubber-like multiphase materials. 
The purely axially symmetric modes of deformation associated with these problems 
will be treated elsewhere [7]. 

2. FINITE ELASTICITY-SPHERICAL POLAR COORDINATES 

The rectangular Cartesian coordinates of a generic particle in the undeformed con- 
figuration and in the deformed configuration are denoted by X,(k = 1,2,3) and xi(X,) 
(i = 1, 2, 3) respectively. The spherical polar coordinates (S, @, 0) and (s, cp, 8) of 
particles in the reference and deformed configurations are given by 

and 
X, = S sin 0 cos @, X2 = S sin 0 sin a’, X3 = S cos 0, (2.1) 

x,=ssinOcoscp, xz=ssinOsincp, x3=scos0, (2.2) 
respectively. 

In general 
s=s(S,@,O), cp=(p(S,@,O), e=e(s,@,o). (2.3) 

The matrix of deformation gradients in the S, a, 0 direction is 

Gs = 

as 1 as - 
as Ssin 

1 as -- 
S ao 

s sin Oacp 
s sin 8 acp 

as Ssin 
s sin e ap 
SaO 

ae S a0 s a0 
53 Ssin 

-- 
Sac3 

We consider incompressible elastic materials for which 

det G, = 1. 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

The Cauchy-Green strain matrix C, referred to (s, cp, 0) coordinates is given by 

C, = G,G;. (2.6) 

The matrix of the physical components of the symmetrical Cauchy stress tensor is 

rt,, t.?, tsR 1 
T = 1 ts, t,, ts, . (2.7) 

t te, rc3 tee J 
The general constitutive equation for an incompressible isotropic elastic material can 
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be reduced to the form[3] 

T = - pI+ 2C,C, - 2CX;‘, (2.8) 

where I is the unit matrix, p is an arbitrary scalar hydrostatic pressure and C, and C, 
are constants such that 

2(C, + C,) = /..& (2.9) 

where w is the elastic shear modulus. 
In the absence of body forces the equations of equilibrium are 

1 $++$+T at,, + I(2t,, - tee - t,, + t,e cot e) = 0, 
s sin 8 &p s 

1 $!+fr$+__ ate,+l{3t,,+(t,,-t,,)cote)=0, 
s sin 8 8cp s 

1 at,, 1 at,, $+_-+__ 
s ae s sin 8 acp + i(3 t,, + 2t,, cot l9) = 0. s 

(2.10) 

The components of surface traction (F,, F,, Fe) in the s, cp, 8 directions on a surface 
IQ, cp, 0) = 0, in the deformed body are 

&,n, + W, + fssne = F,, 

t,,n, + tqwnrp + teens = F,, (2.11) 

tssns + teen, + teen0 = FBI 

where 

nf+ni+nZ= 1, and n *n en =c ’ ar 1 ar 
S. ‘P. e . --.-- 

as * s sin 8 acp * s ae . (2.12) 

3. SECOND-ORDER ELASTICITY 

In this section we develop the equations of second-order elasticity for rotationally 
symmetric deformations which are independent of the longitude cp (Fig. 1). 

We assume that the spherical polar coordinates s, cp, 8 of a particle in the deformed 
body and the displacement components u, V, w in the S, <p, 0 directions can be expres- 
sed as asymptotic series in terms of a small non-dimensional parameter E, in the form 

and 

s=s+2 E”S,(S,O), 
n=, 

cp=@+T E”(p”(S,O), 
n=* 

e=o+t E”e,(s,t3), n=, 

(3.1) 

m 
u=&“U”(S,O), v=“~,EnV,(s,O), w=g E “W. (S, O), (3.2) “=I “=I 

respectively. 
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X 3. X3 

Fig. 1. 

By considering the geometry of the deformation it can be shown that 

u=scos(8-0)-S, v=ssin8sin(cp-Q), w=ssin(8-0). (3.3) 

By making use of (3.2) and (3.3), (3.1) can now be expressed, to the second-order in 
E, in the form 

(3.4) 

We further restrict our attention to the particular class of rotationally symmetric prob- 
lems defined in the first-order by displacement components 

UI = 0, VI = v*(S, O), WI = 0. (3.5) 

For the second-order theory we assume [5] that o2 = 0 and u2, w2 are independent of @. 
The second-order problem therefore constitutes a state of stress which is symmetric 
about the axis 0 = 0. By making use of (3.4) and (3.9, (3.1) then reduces to 

s =s+E*U2(S,O), qY =iat,*, e=o+c 2 wz(S, @> 
s . (3.6) 

From (2.5) and (3.6) it can be shown that the first-order incompressibility condition 
is trivially satisfied and the second-order incompressibility condition is 

(3.7) 
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Also, by making use of (3.6) the Cauchy-Green strain matrix (2.6) can be written in the 
form 

where 
C, =I+EC,+E*{C~+D,}, (3.8) 

(3.9a) 

r 

2au, 
as 0 

cz 0 
2u2 2w2 = S+-gCOt 0 0 7 : (3.9b) 

I w2 i au2 I aw2 
SaO as S 

0 
2~~ I 2 aw2 
s SaO 

i 

D,= [; ,:g,: $ (3.9c) 

and 
(3.10) 

Similarly CT’ can be written in the form 

CJ’ = I - EC, - E*{C~ +D, -C:}. (3.11) 

It is further assumed that to the second-order in E the stress matrix T and the arbitrary 
hydrostatic pressure p can be expressed in the form 

T=T,,+eT,+&, p =po+~p,+~*pz. (3.12) 

We now substitute (3.8), (3.11), (3.12) into (2.8) and equate powers of E. The terms 
independent of E correspond to a uniform hydrostatic state of stress and the first and 
second-order constitutive equations take the form 

T, = -p,I+pc~, (3.13) 

and 

T2= -pzI+pcz+p:, (3.14) 

respectively, where 

p;= [x; + ~~]-ZCD,-?CIC:D)- (3.15) 

Also in the present discussion the differential operators a /as and a /at9 can be replaced, 
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to order E, by a/as and a/a 0 respectively; and 

a a -=_= 
aq aa 

0. (3.16) 

By making use of the series expansions for the components of T and considering that 

t’,‘,‘= t:;= t’,b’= -p1, SB , sg BB t’u = 0 t’Z’ = tm = () , (3.17) 

the equations of equilibrium (2.10) reduce, in the first order, to 

a&Yzo at%_o 
as ’ aO_’ 

(3.18) 

and in the second-order to 

2!2+LL+LQt::‘- t’,‘- tg + t’,‘: cot O} = 0, 

4. DISPLACEMENT FUNCTIONS 

By substituting the expressions for trz and tyi in (3.18) we obtain 

afh _. aPI _. 
yg- ’ s- ’ 

I a2 2 a 1 a2 cot@ a 1 
~+SaS+~j@+S2~-S2Sin2@ 1 

UI =o. 

We now introduce a ‘displacement function’ n(S, 0) such that 

R 
“‘=S* 

(3.19) 

(4.1) 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 

We note that the function sZ(S, 0) has a formal resemblance to the ‘swirl function’ 
which occurs in the equations for slow viscous flow of a Newtonian viscous fluid[8]. 
Using (4.3), (4.2) can be reduced to the form 

E%=O, (4.4) 

where E* is Stokes’ differential operator which has a form 
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Ez_a2! 1 a2 c0tOa 
as' S a@ Tao’ (4.5) 

A solution of (4.4) which satisfies the appropriate boundary conditions gives the com- 
plete first-order solution. From (4.1) we note that the first-order hydrostatic pressure pl 
is a constant which can be assigned any arbitrary value. 

In order to solve the second-order problem we adopt the displacement function 
method for purely axially symmetric problems proposed by Selvadurai and Spencer [4]. 

By introducting a ‘displacement function’ q(S, 0) such that 

(4.6) 

the second-order incompressibility condition (3.7) is identically satisfied. We now sub- 
stitute the second-order stress components (3.14), expressed in terms of q, into the 
corresponding equations of equilibrium (3.19); if from the resulting equations we elimi- 
nate p2 and q in turn we obtain 

and 

where 

and 

aH, 2H, 1 aH2 
aS+S+Sx+ 

H, cot 0 
s 9 

aP :, 
HI=- as +S a@ s (- ~~.l(2P:,-Pbs-P&,+P’,,cot0) ) 

I 

( ap:, H2=- T+fS a@ S 
l &++3PI,+[P;, -P;,,cot@) 

I 
) 

E” = E*E’, vz_ a’+2 a I 1 a2 [Cot@ a 
as' SaS S2a@ s's* 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 

(4.10) 

(4.11) 

The second-order problem for an incompressible isotropic elastic material is therefore 
reduced to the solution of the two inhomogeneous differential equations (4.7) and (4.8) 
subject to appropriate boundary conditions. 

5. TORSIONAL SHEAR OF A BONDED SPHERICAL ANNULUS 

Consider the problem of an incompressible elastic region which is in welded contact 
between two rigid concentric spheres. The outer sphere is held stationary and the inner 
sphere is subjected to a rotation w about the axis 0 = 0. The spherical coordinate sys- 
tems are chosen such that the origin of coordinates coincides with the common centres 
of the sphere (Fig. 2). 
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Fig. 2. 

First-order solution 
The displacement boundary conditions to be satisfied on the surface S = a and 

S = b, where a and b are the inner and outer radii of the spherical shell respectively, 
are 

~,(a, 0) = wa sin 0, u,(b, 0) = 0. (5.1) 

We therefore seek solutions of (4.4) of the form 

0(S, 0) = F(S) sir? 0. (5.2) 

Substituting (5.2) in (4.4) we obtain the ordinary differential equation 

d2F 2F -5-T=o 
dS S ’ 

the general solution of which is 

F(S) = p,S’+ $, 

(5.3) 

(5.4) 

where p, and pz are arbitrary constants. 
On satisfying the boundary conditions (5.1) the displacement component zll takes 

the form 

(5.5) 

The non-dimensional parameter E is now chosen to be equal to w/(1 - a3/b’). As the 
outer boundary of the spherical annulus, (S = b), recedes to infinity (5.5) gives the 
first-order displacement field in an infinite elastic solid due to a rotation w of the rigid 
sphere. 

The first-order stress components corresponding to (5.5) are 
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(1) _ (1) _ (1) 
tss - tee - t,, = PO, ty; = t’B’,‘= 0, (5.6) 

t$= -3p$sin@, (5.7) 

where p. is a constant (arbitrary) hydrostatic pressure. The moment acting on the inner 
sphere is given by 

M= 2~’ sir? @[tl’,‘],=. de, (5.8) 

or 

(5.9) 

At this point it is convenient to introduce a dimensionless formulation of the problem 
denoted by ( )* where the change to the physical variables is accomplished according to 

S= aS*, 

v1 = avT, 

T = a%*, 

uz= au?, 

iI= a%*, 
w2 = awT, (5.10) 

vT= 
cl* 

uT= - 
1 a** wt= 1 aq* 

S* sin 0’ S*‘sinO a@' S*sinO as*' 

We note that 

(5.11) 

where 

b 
(Y =-. 

a 

The second-order problem 
From the first-order solution we can determine the elements of PG and the functions 

H,(S*, 0) and K(S*, 0). The inhomogeneous differential equation (4.7) for the non- 
dimensional displacement function ?* reduces to 

E*‘Y*=72(4$-l)&sin’Ocos@, (5.12) 

where 

E*4=(E**)2, E*‘=--&+$&-$--$. 

A particular integral of (5.12) is 

(5.13) 

*$ = 4 sin* 0 cos 0, 
S” (5.14) 
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where 

G-C, 
x= - ( > CL . 

The displacement components derived from (5.14) are 

3x us, =-.$(I-~cos*@), wT, = -S*5sin@cos@. (5.15) 

Since the elastic medium is in welded contact with the rigid spheres the displacement 
boundary conditions for the second-order problem are 

We seek solutions 

of the form 

ujyl, 0) = uT(cx, 0) = wT(l,O) = WT(% 0) = 0. 

of the homogeneous equation 

E*%* = 0, 

v* = S*” sin’ 0 cos 0. 

(5.16) 

(5.17) 

(5.18) 

The required homogeneous solution is 

W=x{&+gz+&S *3 + &S”) sin*@ cos 0, (5.19) 

where &, &, &, & are arbitrary constants. By invoking the boundary conditions (5.16) 
we note that these arbitrary constants are determined by the equations 

&+&+&+5‘S= -1, 

(Y2LJ,+&+&3+&= --$ 

- 2& + 353 + 554 = 3, 

-2&+3&~+5~‘&=~. 

The determinant of the coefficient matrix is 

A = (~*(a - l)4(4a6+ 16cz5+40a4+55cu3+40a*+ 16~~ +4). 

(5.20) 

(5.21) 

From (5.21) we observe that since (Y > 1 the equations (5.20) have a unique finite solu- 
tion. We have 

5. =$‘, (n = 1,2,3,4) (5.22) 
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A, =--${(l- ~~)(30~~~-224a~-6-)+(a~- 1)(5~~‘+ 16cr -21)-(a*- 1)(3a6+ 12a - 15)}, 

Az = 15&r3 - ~){cY~(cI~ - 1) - a8 + 1) + 9a! (a’ - l)((Y6 - l), 

a,=;(l-a’)(a”- l)+;(& l)(a3- 1) + 6cx ((Y - l)(cr’ - l), 

A,=$l-i~~)(l-ar~)+$(~~- l){a’(l-a:)-cr5+ 1). (5.23) 

The complete second-order displacement and stress components are 

51 52 S$+P+P+&S*+&S*3 

w2 = La 62 
2 

+~-2~+3&S*+5&S*~ sin 20, 

and 

+{$6[ -~+;(-~+;)]-7-$+353+$S*’ 

t (2) 
se -= 

I-L 1 sin 20. 

(5.24) 

(5.25) 

The problem is considerably simplified as the outer boundary (S = b) recedes to 
infinity. The first-order displacement field is 

EU~ = w sin 0, 
S*2 

(5.26) 

and the non-dimensional parameter E is chosen to be equal to o. The boundary condi- 
tions at the interface are 

uP(l,O)= wT(l,O)=O. (5.27) 

IJES-Vol. 12, No. 4--c 
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In order that the second-order displacement and stress components remain finite as 
S + CO the coefficients & and & in the homogeneous solution (5.19) are set equal to zero. 
Consequently, the complete second-order displacement and stress components may be 
obtained by setting 5, = l/2, and & = - 312, in (5.24) and (5.25). 

The second-order contribution to the couple about the X3 axis is identically equal to 
zero. In fact we may observe that from symmetry considerations, for large deforma- 
tions, the torque (M) must be an odd function of the rotation (w) and hence E. The 
expression for the torque given by (5.9) is therefore valid to order l 3. Also, on account 
of the symmetry of the torsion problem the second-order contribution to the resultant 
force acting on the outer (or inner) sphere is identically equal to zero. 

6. THE SPHERICAL COMPOSITE AND THE THICK SPHERICAL SHELL PROBLEM 

In this section we consider the formal solution to some torsion problems associated 
with an incompressible elastic sphere. The spherical composite consists of a sphere of 
external radius b(b < 00) which is bounded internally by a rigid spherical inclusion of 
radius a(a < b) and the thick spherical shell consists of a sphere bounded internally by 
a spherical cavity. Tractions are applied on the outer surface of the sphere. The 
tractions on the hemispheres X, > 0 and X7 < 0 are statically equivalent to couples 
about the Xx-axis of equal magnitude but opposite sense. By adopting a method similar 
to that outlined in section 5 it may be shown that the first-order solutions for the 
non-dimensional displacement and stress components in the twisted spherical compo- 
site (or shell) assume the form 

EVT =O 
( 

c,S*~+* 
I 

sin20 S”3 ’ (6.1) 

$j= 
( 

c,S*-4s sin2@, 
I 

(6.2) 
t (1) 
L??=_ 
EL I 

cs*++ (l-cos20), 
1 

where c, and c2 are constants. By setting 

Cl = 1, c2= -1, E=W, (6.3) 

in (6.1) and (6.2) we obtain the case of the spherical composite where the non- 
dimensional constant w can be expressed in terms of the moment (M) acting about the 
X2-axis bv the relation 

M = q_wb3(a5+4) 
cY4 

where (Y = b/a. Similarly by setting 

and 

1 
c, = 1, CZ = -, = 

4 
E 0, 

M = rpcob ‘(a’ - 1) 
cc4 5 

(6.4) 
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we obtain the solution of the thick spherical shell problem. The inhomogeneous dif- 
ferential equation for the non-dimensional second-order displacement function (4.7) 
reduces to 

E*W*=(4$-1)[(280$-72O$]sin’@cosO 

2 

+ -160~+640c2 s*4 s*9 sin*OcosO . 1 (6.5) 
A particular integral of (6.5) is 

*:=(45)[[ c,c2-2$ } sin”OcosO+~~sin20cos0 . 1 (6.6) 
The non-dimensional displacement and stress components derived from the particular 
integral (6.6), (3.18) and (4.6) are 

uT,=2X ,~-10~)sin40-~~-12~)sinZO-~~}, 
N 

wT,=2x 10~sin30cosO-20~sinOcos0 
( 

z * 

S* 3 s* I 
, (6.7) 

and 

+2x 
16c,cz 100 c: 

-5s*9+3p 7 
3 

sin’@ 

+2x 
16c,cz 68 c: 

-7s*‘-7s*” 9 
I 

*‘-SF-274s + IO?+ 120s sin4@ 

z 
-2c;S*‘+ 16%+%+ 

3 s* 
+2c:S*‘-- 16%--?$ 

S* 
Sin’@ 
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sin3 0 cos 0 

(6.8) 

respectively. 

Boundary conditions 
By expanding the traction boundary conditions (2.11) in power series of E and taking 

into consideration the displacement boundary conditions at the rigid inclusion-elastic 
medium interface it can be shown that for the spherical composite problem the second- 
order displacement and stress components should satisfy boundary conditions 

uT(l,O) = wf(l,O) = t’,:‘(a, 0) = e,‘(a, 0) = 0, (6.9) 

and for the spherical shell problem the second-order stress components should satisfy 
boundary conditions 

tzyl, 0) = t$s’(1,@) = tE(a, 0) = tS”,‘(w 0) = 0. (6.10) 

In addition, the second-order displacement and stress components must be finite and 
single valued for 0 < 0 < 7~ and 1 < S* < cx (the displacement function q* may be 
multiple valued). We note that the particular solutions for the second-order displace- 
ment and stress components (6.7) and (6.8) respectively, are single valued and finite for 
O<O<r and l<S*<cr. 

In order to satisfy boundary conditions (6.9) or (6.10) we require ten independent 
solutions of the homogeneous equation (5.17). We therefore seek solutions of the 
homogeneous equation (5.17) of the form 

*~=f,(S*)sin”Ocos 0+f2(S*)sinZOcosO+.f~(S*)cos0. (6.11) 

By substituting (6.11) into (5.17) and solving the three resulting simultaneous ordinary 
differential equations for f,(S*), f2(S*) and f3(S*) we have 

qX={$+$+k,S*‘+k,S*’ sin”Ocos@ 
3 

g,+~+g,S*‘+g,S*J-~~-~klS*7 sin’ 0 cos 0 + 1, cos 0, (6.12) 

where k,, g.(n = 1, 2, 3, 4) and I, are arbitrary constants. We observe that the nine 
independent homogeneous solutions (6.12) are chosen such that the displacement and 
stress components derived from (6.12) are finite for 0 < 0 < r. The remaining solution 
constitutes a constant hydrostatic state of stress which may be added to the second- 
order stress components derived from (6.12) without affecting the deformation. 

The displacement and stress components derived from (6.12) are 
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UTh =5 $,+$+k$*3+keS*5 sin4 0 

+ -4$-~+-4k3S*‘-+)k,S*5+3 $++7+g,S*+g,s*3 

t ( >I 

sin2 0 

+ ;$.+;k,S*‘+$-2 $+$+g,S*+g,S*’ 
{ ( >I 

, 

WTh= 
I 

-2-$-4-&+5k3S*‘+7k$*S sin3@cos@ 
1 

~~-4k,S*5-2~~+3g,S*+5g,S*3 
I 

sinOcos0, 

and 

t 
(2)h 

ss= 
L 

k, 

P 
- 54 s*3 - 60 k2 + 30k,S** + F k,S** 

S* > 
sin4 0 

+ 48$+~+36kS*2-~k,S*4 
{ 

_ 18gf_2482 
s* S” 

s + 6g, - 3g4Se2 sin2 0 

(6.13) 

+ -$@+8k,S*2+~k,S*4 
{ 

+4$+ 16$-4gx+2g4S*2-4$+ L 
I 

, 

$= 18&&f k,S** 
( 1 

sin” 0 

+ 4$- 
f 

F+,- 10k,S*2+42k4S*4+ 10 3 - 25g4S *’ 
> 

sin* 0 

+ -~+,+$+,+8k3S*2- 12k4S 
c 

*4-8$$+2g3+20g4S*2+2++lz , 
I 

t (ZW 
z= 

P t 
12-$+42-$-30k$*‘-Fk,S*’ sin40 

I 

+ -4+++,+ 10k,S*2+78k4S*4+ 14$-6g,-35gS*’ 
{ I 

sin’ 0 

+ -y$+f$,+SkjS*‘- 12k,S 
I 

*4-8~+2g,+20g,S*2+2$+~z , 
I 

t (2)h 
"B= 30++48$+30k,S*2+48k,S*4 

c 1 
sin3 0 cos 0 + 

{ 
- 8 k, 192 k, 

P s*s-7s*7 

-8k3S*2-~k4S*4+6~+16-$+6g~+16g4S*2]sin@cos@, 

(6.14) 
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respectively, where L is the constant hydrostatic stress. Explicit values of the constants 
k,, g,, 1, and L for the spherical composite problem and the thick spherical shell problem 
can be uniquely determined by making use of boundary conditions (6.9) and (6.10) re- 
spectively. The complete second-order solution for the displacement and stress compo- 
nents is obtained by combining the particular solutions (6.7), (6.8) and the homogeneous 
solutions (6.13) and (6.14). 
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R&urn&-Cet article presente I’application d’une m&hode de fonction de deplacement 5 certains problkmes 
de torsion Clastique incompressible du second ordre associCe a un domaine annulaire sphtrique. A cause de la 
\ymetrie de torsion particuli&e des problkmes consid&Cs, la contribution du second ordre est tquivalente 5 
un etat de contrainte qui est symetrique par un Ctat de contrainte qui est symetrique par r&port g I’axe de 
torsion, et dont la solution est facilitte par I’utilisation d’une technique de fonction de dCplacement. 

Zusammenfassung-Diese Arbeit legt die Anwendung eines VerdrBngungsfunktionsverfahrens auf bestimmte 
Probleme inkompressibler elastischer Torsion zweiter Ornung vor, die mit einem sphlrischen ringfimigen 
Bereich verkniipft sind. Infolge der eigentiimlichen Torsionssymmetrie der untersuchten Probleme ist der 
Beitwg zweiter Ordnung einem Spannungszustand gleichwertig, der urn die Torsionsachse symmetriqch ist 
und dessen LBsung durch die Verwendung einer VerdrPngungsfunktionsmethode erleichtert wird. 

Sommario-Questo articolo presenta I’applicazione di un metodo della funzione dello spostamento a certi 
problemi di torsione elastica incompressibile del second0 ordine associati ad una regione anulare sferica. A 

causa della particolare simmetria torsionale dei problemi studiati, la contribuzione del secondo ordine 6 
equivalente ad uno stato di sollecitazione the 6 simmetrico rispetto all’asse di torsione, la soluzione del quale 
6 facilitata dall’uso di un metodo della funzione dello spostamento. 

A&TpaKT-B pa6ore ,lJaHO IlpHMeHeHHe MeTOAa I$YHKUUH CMeWeHHJJ K HeKOTOpbIM npo6neMaM H~CXKII- 

MaeMoroy~ppyrOrO KpyrleHHff BTOpOrO IIOpflAKa,CBR3aHHblM CC’&pIiWCKOti KOJIbIIeBOfi 06naCTbIo. &IarO- 

naps OnpeAeneHHoi CIiMMeTpHH Kpy’ieHHX B paCCMaTpbIBaeMblX npo6neMax, BKJIaA BTOpOrO IIOpRAKa 

IIBjlReTCR 3KBBBUeHTOM COCTORHlfEO HalTpRxeHu% KOTOpOe neXHT CUMMeTpBYHO OTHOCHTe,IbHO OC‘, 

KpYI#eH&fX. npHMeHemie MeToAa (PYHKUU~~ crdeuxema o6nersaeT pemeHue 3~0ii sa,4am. 


